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A Cue for Love chapter 876

Chapter 876 The Man In The Silver Mask Part One

The moan was so obviously seductive that even Natalie reacted with knitted brows.

The man who was holding her felt his Adam’s apple bob at the sound, while his eyes were
suddenly filled with raging passion.

“Excuse me.”

Raising her eyes in a daze, she saw that it was the man in a silver mask.

The mask was custom-made and had unique carvings on it. Natalie instantly recognized it
as the one in her memory.

“X-Xander?” Natalie mumbled, “Is it really you?”

When she was making a bet against Caleb, she had caught a glimpse of the silver mask.
Thinking that it was her imagination, she didn’t expect him to really be at Fullmoon.

“You have been drugged,” Xander informed her in a raspy voice.

“Mmm-hmm.” Natalie nodded instead of trying to put up a strong front.

Compared to whoever spiked her drink in the shadows, Xander was her last hope of getting
to safety since he had rescued her once before.

Before Natalie had time to ask him for help, Xander had already threaded his arm around her
waist and swept her off the ground.

“You!” Natalie was caught by surprise by how brazen he was.
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“The drug is already taking effect. You won’t be able to get out of here by yourself,” Xander
remarked calmly.

With nothing to rebut, Natalie kept her mouth shut.

At that moment, she could feel the burning heat emanating throughout her body with
increasing intensity. Thus, she had to rely on whatever rationality she had left to suppress
the lust raging in her.

Meanwhile, Xander’s footsteps were strong and steady.

With her head leaning against his chest, she could feel every single heartbeat of his.

In fact, she felt as if she was in Samuel’s arms amidst her grogginess.

Previously, he would carry me in his arms whenever I was in danger as if I meant the world
to him. But now, he has left with another woman for her hometown and has abandoned me!

Due to a combination of the drug clouding her mind and the jealousy welling up within her,
tears began to stream down the corner of her eyes.

Even though the man who was carrying me is a wonderful person, it doesn’t matter at all, for
he isn’t the man I want!

Just like that, Natalie was brought out of the glitzy Fullmoon.

In the midst of her grogginess, Xander’s subordinates were already fighting with the Stone
family’s men in an attempt to protect her.

Even though she had done nothing, Natalie had inadvertently become connected with the
Stone family on her very first day in Loang. They were a family related to the royal family of
Loang.

When they arrived at the car, Xander laid Natalie down in the backseat. Subsequently,
Jesper turned around, “Mr. Bowers.”

“What about the Stone family’s men?”
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“I’ve sent men to take care of them,” Jesper replied efficiently.

“Send me to my accommodation.”

“Right away.”

As Natalie was feeling the full effects of the drug, she couldn’t hear the conversation
between Jesper and Samuel. In fact, she couldn’t even feel his hands around her waist
anymore despite all the contact their body was making.

“It’s hot… hot…” Natalie grumbled. “H-Help me.”

Other than expressing her discomfort, Natalie began to unbutton her top to reveal her
flawless skin.

With his eyes turning bloodshot, Samuel barked at Jesper, “Raised the screen.”

This is so exciting! Worried that he would be caught in the situation, Jesper said a prayer
under his breath and frantically pressed the button to close the screen.

Once the screen was raised, the car’s cabin was separated into two distinct spaces.

It was only then did Jesper heaved a sigh of relief.

However, Samuel wasn’t that lucky. As Natalie’s warm breath blew against his neck, it
caused his Adam’s apple to bob involuntarily.
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